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Quatifying Exaffi, April 2010
Real Analysis I

THIS IS A CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM
Solve Problem 1- 4 and one of Problem 5 and 6.

Problem 1 (20 points.)
Let A C P(X) be an algebra, Ao the collection of countable unions of sets in ,4. and

collection of countable intersections of sets in Ao. l-et pobe a premeasure on ,4 and p* the
Aod the
induced.

outermeasure, i.e. p_.(E): inf{lptpo(A): Ai € A,E cufltAi}.
' a.Forarty E'c xande )0thereexists Ae.Aowith,EcAand p.(A)<p.(E).+e..'- '. 

... b. Th"rg exists B e Aot with,O c B and.p.(B) : p.(E). . '

Problem 2 (2opoints.j
Let (X, M) be a measurable space and p, be a measure on it. Suppose f , X -, [0, oo] is measurable

on (X, M). Define u(E) : I" f ap for any E € M. Show that u is a measure

Problem 3 (20 points.)
Let (X, M) be a measurable space. Let {f"} be a sequence of real-valued measurable functions on

(X, M). Prove that limsup /"(r) is measurable.

Problem 4 (20 points.)
Let (X, M) b" a measurable space and p be a measure on it. Let {/r} be a sequence of positive

measurablefunctions on (X,M). Assumethatlg/,(") : f(r) foreach r e X, utrd,[ fdp:
;g/ fdp < m. Prove that [, f du: Jggt fnd,p,for each E e M.

Problem 5 (20 points.)
LetfbeaLebesguemeasurablefunctionon[0,1] and0<p.--q<-oo.AssumethatfeLo[g,L].

show that / e U[0,1] and ll/llo < ll/llr.

Problem 6 (20 points.)
Suppose {go@)} is a sequence of absolutely continuous functions on [o, b]. And there is a function

F e L1[4, b], such that lgi(z) | < F(*) a.e. for all k e N. Also assume that iimp-- sn(r) : 9(r) and
limr*oo gL@) : f (r) a.e. Prove that g' (r) : f (r) a.e.
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Solve any 3 of the following 4 problems, properly refening to any known resu/ts used.

1. Let {X*} be i'i.d. random variables with finite mean p and variance o2. Show that for any
e > 0 and p > 0.5, with probability 1,

(a) there exists a number .l/ such that lx"l 1 enp for any n ) N;
(b) lx"l > ef nP for infinitely many ??.

2. Let €r,{2,.'. be a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with parameter p : 0.5.
Prove that S": D?2-r€u converges a.s. to astandard uniform random va^riable.

3. Consider a game that can f,e played any number of times,. Rounds are independent, and
each time the probability of winning is p. For the n-th round,'we bet sorne amount X,,.
In case of a 'success'' we win X,, in this round. Otherivise, we lose €nXn, wiich is our bet
X" multiplied by.'a random cciefficient'(", where'{ri€2,."; B,r€ non=ne'gative,i.i.,d. random :.
variables, genirated independently for each round . Le! y^ be our balgnce after n iounds.
The game has a on'e-time entrance iee of $100, so we start with yo: -100. To compensate
for this fee, we use the following strategy. Itlf,. < 0, we bet X,,..1 : l1-rlfor the next rourrd.
As soon as 1ve win a round, our balance becomes yn : 0, and we qrrit tt 

" 
game.

(a) Let r be the number of rounds played until we win a round. Show that r is a Markov
stopping time with respect to {%} and that it is a proper random variable.

(b) What value of Ef' makes (Yn,fvr,...,y,) a martingale?

(c) Assuming the value of E{,.. found in (b), show that the conclusion of the Optional
Stopping Theorem is wrong for yr.
(It does not have to hold because Ely,*, -y"l is not bounded).

4. consider the sample space o : {1,2,3, ...}. For A C o, define a set funition

i
k:1

I lneA\ ( if this limit exists) .

(a) Let .A be the class of sets A where P(A) exists. Is ,4 an algebra? Is it a a-algebra?
Explain which properties of an algebra and a o-algebra the class ,4 has or does not
have. 

l

Show that P is an additive but not a countably additive probability measure on A.
Show that for any r € [0,lJ, there is a set A with p(A) : n.

Give an example of a non-measurable set with respect to p.

P(A): Jg*

(b)

(.)

(d)
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Instractions:

(a) There are three problerns, each of equal weight. You rnay submit work on all three.

(b) Ertra credit will be giuen for a problem wi,th ail parts solued well.

(c) Look ouer all three problems before beg.inning work.

(d) St;art each problern on a new page, and, number the pages.

(") On each page, ind.icate problern number a,h,d,'par-t, and, wri,te your name.

(f ) Ind,i,cate Uour tines of reasoning and, what background. results are being apptied,.

1. Let {Xt,. ..,Xn} be independent observations having distribution F on IR with mean p
and finite.positive variance a2. Define.the sample variance as s3.- :!= DT=r6n-X)2, with :

(a) Show that sl J. o'z. as n -l.qe.

(b) Show using (a) that s,'J- o.

(c) Investigate whether li(s^ - d J- 0 holds or does not hold.

2. Let X a.nd Y be independent random variables having, respectivelg finite means p,y and
Fv and medians uy and uy. Put Z : X * Y .

(a) Justify that the nlean squared prediction errorpredictor of Z, given X, is X * pv.

(b) Justify that the nlean absolute prediction ery'orpredictor of. Z, givenX, is X + uy.

3. Suppose we have a random sample Xt, Xz, . . . , Xn from an exponential distribution with
cumulativedistributionfunctionF'(r)-1-exp(-r/,\),wherer)0,a,nd.\>0isthe
unknown parameter. Let 0p : F-r(p) denote the pth percentile of this distribution, where
0 < p < 1. We would like to obtain an estimat or of 6o of do such that E{F' (0o)} :p, i.e., the
expected coverage of the interval (-*, do) is p. This interval is known as the pexpectation
one-sided tolerance interval for the distribution p. Definey :D?:rXn.

(a) Show that 0, - -^log(1 -p).
(b) Let io: cnY, where c,, :1/(1-p)t/" - 1. This estimator is obviously biased for 0p,

but show that E{F(0)} : p.

(") Consider the estimato, do : -Vldlog(l - p). This estimator is obviously unbiased
for 0p, but show that E{lt(Tr)} :1 - {1 - (tldlog(l - p)}-".

(d) Show that the expectation in (c) is less than p.
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Number of questions

Simplify your answers as
credit.

Answer all of them. Total points

much as possible and carefully justify all steps to get full

1. Consider the linear model Y : X9* e, where Y is a n x 1 vector, B is a p x Lvector,.
andXisa'full-ranknxpregressionmatrixwhosdfirstcoluinnisanxlvbctorofl,s,
say 1. It is assumed that E(e).:0 and uar(e) : o29, where fl is a known non-singular
matrix.

(a) P.rovide an expression for bn"r,the ordinary least squaies estimator of B. 12

pointsJ -

(b) Provide an expression for b."r, the ger-reralized least squaxes estimator ot g. 12

points]

(c) Show that iJo"r: b"", if and only if

x,Q-lY _ X'Q-L X (X' X)-tX'Y. (1)

[4 points] +

(d) A sufficient condition for (1) is that whenever x,y :0, it implies X,e-ly: 0.
show that this sufficient condition holds when o : (1-p) I+prl,,where 0 < p < 1

and 1 is an identity matrix of order nxn. (Hint: fl-l : (t- p)-, t - p(I- p)-r(I+
(" - t)p)-t1t'.) [6 points]

2. Consider the balanced one-way ANOVA model,

+ €ij, j ,fr, i

where we make the usual assumptions that the errors are independently and identically
distributed as N(0, o2) random va,riables.

(a) Provide an expression for the F-statistic, say F, for testing the null hypothesis
H : fu: -.. : dlr, against the a.lternative that not all 0;'s are equal. [4 points]

(b) Provide an expression for the t-statistic, say Ti6,, for testing the null hypothesis
Hiy : 0i : 0i,, versus K6, ; 0t * 0r. [4 points]

Yi - o';,

I



(c) Show that

lkk
tclD tt r]': F

i.:l it:l

This shows that the F-test can be considered as an average t-test. [Z points]

3. Consider the simple linear regression model,

Y: go I BPi * e;, 'i : I,2,. . ' ,fl,

where the.e6 follow independent l/(0, o2) distribution, with ps, p1 and o2 as the un-
. known parameters.' Assume that the r;'s.are.fixed known constants and they need to

be chosen in the interval [-1,li, and n is even. Let 0o and, |tdenote the least sqilares

. ...,. estimators. 
.

(a) For what choice of 11, ...,nn |s uar(B) minimized? [5 poiirtsl

(b) For what choice of 21, . . . ,tn is uar(Bs) minimized? [5 points]



2010 Statistics Qualifying Exam: Methods

Instructions: attach answers including graphic files to an email and send to
amm3111@g!dallas . edu.

1. The data for this problem can be found at
http: / /',tvw. utdallas . edu/-^mnann/DMl . dat

. The response variable for this experiment is DML The independent variables are Type,
Tleatment, and Period, all of which are categorical.

. (a) Fit an appropriate model to determine how DMI is affected by the independent
variables.

(b) Verify the assumptions used.with this model

(") Reduce the model, if possible, to remove variables and/or interactions that are
'not irr.rportant. ,

(d) Inteipret the ftnal model.

i;i Use the model to construct a gf%confidence interval for the rnean DMI of indi-' viduals who are type C, received Tledtment 1 and were in Period Middle.



2. The data file, [nttp : / /www. utdallas. edu/-alnmann/depress . dat] contains data from
a study of clinical depression and includes the following variables:

Response variable is ndd
mdd clinlca] diagnosis of najor depression:

l=positive diagnosis, O=negative diaguosis,
9=nissing

' Indep .variables are
race 'subject's self-reported race:

l=r^rhite : 2=black
gender subject's gender:

l=nale; 2=fenale
rparents subject's guardian status:

1.=does not live .with both natural parents;
.0=Iives with both'natural parents.

' cesdtot .'subject's total 'center for epidgnioi-ogic studies.'depressi.o'n
. 'sca1e score (raage 0-60)

cohtot subject's total cohesion score, based on faces-ii'
(range 16-80)

Ignore the other variables in this dataset.

(a) Construct a model to predict the probability of a positive diagnosis of ciinical
depression based on the independent variables listed above, including 2-way in-
teractions.

(b) Determine which, if any, of these va,riables are not importa.nt and construct a new
model from the remaining variables. Interpret the coefficients of this model.



3. Use the wasp data set,
http: / /wwu. utdallas . edu/-ammann/stat6343/wasp . dat
Fit a model to predict ?tr based ail the other variables that also allows different slopes
for queens (caste:q) and workers (caste:W). Check the assuptions to make sure they
are satisfied' Reduce this model to remove variables that do not contribute to the
prediction of TL. Perform a formal hypothesis test to compaxe the full model with the
reduced modei. Interpret the reduced model.


